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development combined with high data consistency. The success has led to the use of relational DBMS
technology in other application environments requesting its traditional virtues, while at the same time
adding new requirements.
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SYLLABUS

Objectives:
To develop understanding of concepts and techniques for data management and learn about

widely used systems for implementation and usage.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
1. Master concepts of stored procedure and triggers and its use.
2. Learn about using PL/SQL for data management.
3. Understand concepts and implementations of transaction management and crash recovery.

Unit I Stored Procedures: Types and benefits of stored procedures, creating
stored procedures, executing stored procedures, altering stored
procedures, viewing stored procedures.
Triggers: Concept of triggers, implementing triggers, creating triggers,
insert, delete, and update triggers, nested triggers, viewing, deleting and
modifying triggers, and enforcing data integrity through triggers.
Sequences: Creating sequences, referencing, altering and dropping a
sequence. File Organization and Indexing: Cluster, primary and
secondary indexing, Index data structure: hash and Tree based indexing,
Comparison of file organization: Cost model, Heap files, sorted files,
clustered files. Creating, dropping and maintaining indexes.

15L

Unit II Fundamentals of PL/SQL: Defining variables and constants,
PL/SQL expressions and comparisons: Logical Operators, Boolean
Expressions, CASE Expressions Handling, Null Values in Comparisons
and Conditional Statements, PL/SQL Datatypes: Number Types,
Character Types, Boolean Type, Datetime and Interval Types.
Overview of PL/SQL Control Structures: Conditional Control: IF and
CASE Statements, IF-THEN Statement, IF-THEN-ELSE Statement,
IFTHEN-ELSIF Statement, CASE Statement, Iterative Control: LOOP
and EXIT Statements, WHILE-LOOP, FOR-LOOP, Sequential Control:
GOTO and NULL Statements

15L

Unit III Transaction Management: ACID Properties, Serializability, Two-
phase Commit Protocol, Concurrency Control, Lock Management, Lost
Update Problem, Inconsistent Read Problem , Read-Write Locks,
Deadlocks Handling, Two Phase Locking Protocol.
DCL Statements: Defining a transaction, Making Changes Permanent
with COMMIT, Undoing Changes with ROLLBACK, Undoing Partial
Changes with SAVEPOINT and ROLLBACK
Crash Recovery: ARIES algorithm. The log based recovery, recovery
related structures like transaction and dirty page table, Write-ahead log
protocol, checkpoints, recovery from a system crash, Redo and Undo
phases.

15L



Practicals
USCSP304 1. Creating and working with Insert/Update/Delete Trigger using

Before/After clause.
2. Writing PL/SQL Blocks with basic programming constructs by

including following:
(a) Sequential Statements (b) Unconstrained Loop

3. Sequences:
(a) Creating simple sequences with clauses like START WITH,

INCREMENT BY, MAXVALUE, MINVALUE, CYCLE |
NOCYCLE, CACHE | NOCACHE, ORDER | NOORECER.

(b) Creating and using Sequences for tables.
4. Writing PL/SQL Blocks with basic programming constructs by

including following:
(a) If...then...Else, IF...ELSIF...ELSE... END IF
(b) Case statement

5. Writing PL/SQL Blocks with basic programming constructs for
following Iterative Structure:

(a) While-loop Statements
(b) For-loop Statements.

6. Writing PL/SQL Blocks with basic programming constructs by
including a GoTO to jump out of a loop and NULL as a statement
inside IF.

7. Writing procedures in PL/SQL Block:
(a) Create an empty procedure, replace a procedure and call

procedure
(b) Create a stored procedure and call it
(c) Define procedure to insert data
(d) A forward declaration of procedure

8. Writing functions in PL/SQL Block:
(a) Define and call a function
(b) Define and use function in select clause
(c) Call function in dbms_output.put_line
(d) Recursive function
(e) Count Employee from a function and return value back
(f) Call function and store the return value to a variable

9. Writing a recursive functions in PL/SQL Block.
10. Study of transactions and locks
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Unit ICHAPTER

Structure:
1.1 Introduction to Stored Procedures
1.2 Benefits of Stored Procedures
1.3 Types of Stored Procedures
1.4 Creating Stored Procedures
1.5 Executing Stored Procedures
1.6 Altering Stored Procedures
1.7 Viewing Stored Procedures.

1.1 Introduction to Stored Procedures

Definition of Stored Procedure
 A stored procedure is a set of Structured Query Language (SQL) statements with an
assigned name.

 A stored procedure is thus a prepared SQL code that you can save, so the code can be reused
over and over again.

 So if you have an SQL query that you write over and over again, save it as a stored procedure,
and then just call it to execute it.

 Parameters can be passed to a stored procedure, so that the stored procedure can act based on
the parameter value(s) that is passed.

 A stored procedure can be invoked by triggers, other stored procedures, and applications such
as Java, Python, PHP, etc.
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1.2 Benefits of Using Stored Procedures

Following are some of the notable advantages of using stored procedures:
(a) Stored procedure allows modular programming: A Stored procedure can be created once,

stored in the database, and can be called any number of times in the program.
(b) Stored Procedure allows faster execution: Stored procedures are parsed and optimized

when they are first executed, and a compiled version of the stored procedure remains in
memory cache for later use. This means the stored procedure does not need to be reparsed and
reoptimized with each use resulting in much faster execution times.

(c) Stored Procedure can reduce network traffic: An operation requiring hundreds of lines of
Transact-SQL code can be performed through a single statement that executes the code in a
procedure, rather than by sending hundreds of lines of code over the network.

(d) Stored procedures provide better security to your data: Users can be granted permission
to execute a stored procedure even if they do not have permission to execute the procedure's
statements directly.

1.3 Types of Stored Procedures
In SQL there are different types of stored procedures:

(a) System Stored Procedures
(b) User Defined Stored procedures
(c) Extended Stored Procedures
Following is the detailed explanation:

(a) System Stored Procedures:
 System stored procedures are stored in the master database and starts with a sp_prefix.
 These procedures can be used to perform variety of tasks to support sql server functions for
external application calls in the system tables.

 These are physically stored in hidden SQL Server Resource Database and logically appear in
the sys schema of each user defined and system defined database.

Following is the list of system stored procedures:

Stored Procedure Description

sp_rename Used to rename a database object like stored procedure, views, table etc.

sp_changeowner Used to change the owner of an database object.

sp_help Provides details on any database object.

sp_helpdb Provides details of the databases defined in the Sql Server.

sp_helptext Provides text of a stored procedure residing in Sql Server

sp_depends Provides details of all database objects that depends on the specific database object.
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(b) User Defined Stored Procedures:
 User Defined stored procedures are usually stored in a user database and are typically
designed to complete the tasks in the user database.
NOTE: While coding these procedures don’t use sp_ prefix because if we use the sp_
prefix first it will check master database then it comes to user defined database.

(c) Extended Stored Procedures:
 Extended stored procedures are the procedures that call functions from DLL files.
NOTE: Now a day’s extended stored procedures are depreciated for that reason it would
be better to avoid using of Extended Stored procedures.

1.4 Creating a User Defined Stored Procedure
A procedure is created with the CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE statement. The

simplified syntax for the statement is as follows:

CREATE [OR REPLACE] PROCEDURE procedure_name [(parameter_name [IN | OUT | IN
OUT] type [, ...])]

{IS | AS}

BEGIN

< procedure_body >

END procedure_name;

Where,

 Procedure_name specifies the name of the procedure.
 [OR REPLACE] option allows modifying an existing procedure.
 The optional parameter list contains name, mode and types of the parameters. IN represents
that value will be passed from outside and OUT represents that this parameter will be used to
return a value outside of the procedure.

 procedure_body contains the executable part.
 The AS keyword is used instead of the IS keyword for creating a standalone procedure.

Parameter Modes in PL/SQL Subprograms
There are 3 parameter modes:

1. IN (Default Mode)
 An IN parameter lets you pass a value to the subprogram.
 It is a read-only parameter.
 Inside the subprogram, an IN parameter acts like a constant.
 It cannot be assigned a value.
 You can pass a constant, literal, initialized variable, or expression as an IN value.
 Parameters are passed by reference.
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2. OUT
 An OUT parameter returns a value to the calling program.
 Inside the subprogram, an OUT parameter acts like a variable.
 You can change its value and reference the value after assigning it.
 The actual parameter must be variable and it is passed by value.

3. IN OUT
 An IN OUT parameter passes an initial value to a subprogram and returns an updated value to
the caller.

 It can be assigned a value and its value can be read.
 The actual parameter corresponding to an IN OUT formal parameter must be a variable, not a
constant or an expression.

 Formal parameter must be assigned a value.
 Actual parameter is passed by value.

Methods of Passing Parameters:
Actual parameters could be passed in 3 ways:

1. POSITIONAL NOTATION: findMin(a,b,c);
2. NAMED NOTATION: findMin(x=>a, y=>b, z=>c);
3. MIXED NOTATION: findMin(a,b,z=>c);

Example 1: To create a stored procedure which prints message on the console.

The following example creates a simple stored procedure named “GREETINGS” (a
procedure without arguments)

SQL> CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE GREETINGS

IS

BEGIN

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Hello World!');

END;

/
NOTE: DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE is used to print output on the console.

Example 2: Write a procedure in PL/SQL to find the minimum of 2 values.(NOTE: The
procedure is created as a part of PL/SQL block)

The following example creates a simple stored procedure named “findMin” (a procedure
with arguments)

SQL>

declare

a number;
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b number;

c number;

PROCEDURE findMin(x IN number,y IN number,z OUT number)IS

BEGIN

IF x<y then

Z:=x;

ELSE

z:=y;

END IF;

end;

BEGIN

a:=&a;

b:=&b;

findMin(a,b,c);

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('MINIMUMOF('||a||','||b||'):'||c);

end;

/

OUTPUT:
Enter value for a: 2

old 14: a:=&a;

new 14: a:=2;

Enter value for b: 3

old 15: b:=&b;

new 15: b:=3;

MINIMUM OF(2,3):2

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.

Example 3:Write a procedure in PL/SQL to find the Square of a number.(NOTE: The procedure
is created as a standalone procedure)

DECLARE

a number;

PROCEDURE squareNum(x IN OUT number) IS
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BEGIN

x := x * x;

END;

BEGIN

a:= 23;

squareNum(a);

dbms_output.put_line(' Square of (23): ' || a);

END;

/

1.5 Executing Stored Procedures
Keyword EXEC is used to execute the previously created procedure.

To call the procedure to print the output, the code would be:

Example 1: ExecutingGREETINGS:

EXEC GREETINGS
OUTPUT:

Hello World!

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.

Example 3: Executing SquareNum:

EXEC squareNum(23)
OUTPUT:

Square of (23): 529

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.

1.6 Altering Stored Procedures
To change the stored procedure and save the updated code you would use the ALTER

PROCEDURE command as follows.

SQL>ALTER PROCEDURE GREETINGS

IS

BEGIN

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Hello 2 World!');
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END;

/

1.7 Viewing Stored Procedures
You can use the following data dictionary views to display the body from stored procedures:

 user_source
 dba_source
 all_source
If you need to find the source code for a function or procedure in the database, it's easy to do in

Oracle.

You can query the all_source view to get a list of all of the source code.

Example:
SELECT text

FROM all_source

WHERE name = your_procedure_Name

ORDER BY line;
NOTE: Replace your_procedure_name with the name of your procedure.

The text column shows the line of SQL code.

If you want to know what type of object you're looking at, refer to the type column in this table
(e.g. function, package).

Following example shows how to view the procedure GREETINGS from the user_source
view:

SELECT TEXT from user_source

where type='PROCEDURE'

AND NAME = ' GREETINGS '

/

Where TEXT lists the body of procedure " GREETINGS "

* Dropping a Procedure:

Syntax to drop a Procedure:
DROP PROCEDURE procedure_name

Example:
DROP PROCEDURE Greetings
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OUTPUT:
Procedure dropped successfully

Questions
1. Write a note on Stored Procedures.
2. List and explain the different types of stored procedures.
3. Explain the syntax for creating and executing a stored procedure.
4. State the benefits of using a stored procedure.
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CHAPTER

Structure:
2.1 Concept of Triggers
2.2 Implementing Triggers
2.3 Nested Triggers
2.4 Viewing, Deleting and Modifying Triggers
2.5 Enforcing Data Integrity Through Triggers.

2.1 Concept of Triggers
 A trigger is a procedure that is automatically invoked by the DBMS in response to specified
changes to the database, and is typically specified by the DBA.

 A database that has a set of associated triggers is called an active database.
 An insert, delete or update statement could activate a trigger.
 It a block of PL/SQL statements that are executed when a SQL statements like Delete, Update
or Insert is applied to a table.
They are used :
1. To enforce integrity constraints on a table not possible through other constraints.
2. To prevent certain operations on a table.
3. To reflect changes made in one table into another table.
 Trigger is a procedure that runs automatically when a certain event occurs in the DBMS
 The procedure performs some actions, e.g.,

Check certain values
 Fill in some values
 Inserts/deletes/updates other records
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Check that some business constraints are satisfied
Commit (approve the transaction) or roll back (cancel the transaction)

 Triggers could be defined on the table, view, schema, or database with which the event is
associated.

 A trigger can be thought of as a ‘daemon’ that monitors a database, and is executed when the
database is modified in a way that matches the event specification.

 A trigger description contains three parts:
I Event: A change to the database that activates the trigger.
II Condition: A query or test that is run when the trigger is activated.
III Action: A procedure that is executed when the trigger is activated and its condition is true.

Three event types
 Insert
 Update
 Delete
Two triggering times
 Before the event
 After the event
Two granularities
 Execute for each row
 Execute for each statement

1. Trigger: Event

That is the event

Create Trigger <name>

Before|After Insert|Update|Delete ON <tablename>

...

Example

Create Trigger <ABC>
Before Insert On Students
....

This trigger is activated when an insert
statement is issued, but before the new
record is inserted

Create Trigger <XYZ>
AfterUpdate On Students
....

This trigger is activated when an update
statement is issued and after the update
is executed
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Granularity of Event
 A single SQL statement may update, delete, or insert many records at the same time

 E.g., Update student set gpa = gpa
 Does the trigger execute for each updates or deleted, or once for the entire statement?

 We define such granularity

Create Trigger <name>
Before| After Insert| Update| Delete

For Each Row | For Each Statement
....

This is the event

This is the granularity

We can have maximum of 12 triggers per table. The triggers are of 2 types Before and After.
BEFORE trigger fires before the event and AFTER triger fires after the event. We have 2 levels of of
database triggers Row Level and Statement Level.

1. Row Level: These fires for each row that the trigger affects and can access the original and
new column values processed by the SQL statements.

2. Statement Level: It fires only once for the trigerring event and does not have access to the
column values of each row that the trigger effects.

In all we have 12 possible triggers as follows:

1. Row Level Triggers: Before Delete, After Delete, Before Update , After Update, Before
Insert, After Insert.

2. Statement Level Triggers: Before Delete, After Delete, Before Update , After Update,
Before Insert, After Insert.

Example: Granularity of Event

Create Trigger XYZ
After Update ON <tablename>

For each statement
....

This trigger is activated once (per
UPDATE statement) after all records
are updated

Create Trigger XYZ
Before Delete ON <tablename>

For each row
...

This trigger is activated before deleting
each record
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2. Trigger: Condition

Create Trigger <name>
Before| After Insert|
Update| Delete On <tablename>
For each row| For each statement

When <condition>
.... That is the condition

If the employee salary > 150, 000 then some actions will be taken

Create Trigger EmpSal
After Insert or Update On Employee
For each row
When (new.salary > 150,000)
....

3. Trigger: Action
 Action depends on what you want to do, e.g.:

 Check certain values
 Fill in some values
 Inserts/deletes/updates other records
 Check that some business constraints are satisfied
 Commit (approve the transaction) or roll back (cancel the transaction)

 In the action, you may want to reference:
 The new values of inserted or updated records (:new)
 The old values of deleted or updated records (:old)

Trigger: Referencing Values
 In the action, you may want to reference:

 The new values of inserted or updated records (:new)
 The old values of deleted or updated records (:old)

Inside “When”, the “new” and
“old” should not have “:”

Create Trigger EmpSal
After Insert or Update On Employee
For each row
When (new.salary > 150,000)
Begin

if(:new.salary < 100,000) ....
End;

Trigger
body

Inside the trigger body, they should
have “:”

 Insert Event
 Has only :new defined
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 Delete Event
 Has only :old defined

 Update Event
 Has both :new and :old defined

 Before triggering (for insert/update)
 Can update the values in :new
 Changing :old values does not make sense

 After triggering
 Should not change :new because the event is already done

 A condition in a trigger can be a true/false statement (e.g., all employee salaries are
less than 10,000) or a query.
A query is interpreted as true if the answer set is nonempty, and false otherwise. If the
condition part evaluates to true, the action associated with the trigger is executed.

NOTE:
Triggers are written to be executed in response to any of the following events.
 A database manipulation (DML) statement (DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE).
 A database definition (DDL) statement (CREATE, ALTER, or DROP).
 A database operation (SERVERERROR, LOGON, LOGOFF, STARTUP, or SHUTDOWN).

Advantages of Triggers:
Triggers serve the following purposes −

 Generating some derived column values automatically.
 Enforcing referential integrity.
 Event logging and storing information on table access.
 Auditing.
 Synchronous replication of tables.
 Imposing security authorizations.
 Preventing invalid transactions.

2.2 Implementing Triggers
Syntax for implementing/creating a trigger:

CREATE [OR REPLACE ] TRIGGER trigger_name

{BEFORE | AFTER | INSTEAD OF }

{INSERT [OR] | UPDATE [OR] | DELETE}

[OF col_name]

ON table_name
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[REFERENCING OLD AS o NEW AS n]

[FOR EACH ROW]

WHEN (condition)

BEGIN

--- sql statements

END;

Where,

CREATE [OR REPLACE ] TRIGGER trigger_name - Creates a trigger with the given name or
overwrites an existing trigger(when used with REPLACE) with the same name.

{BEFORE | AFTER | INSTEAD OF } - Indicates at what time should the trigger get fired. i.e for
example: before or after updating a table. INSTEAD OF is used to create a trigger on a view.

{INSERT [OR] | UPDATE [OR] | DELETE} - Determines the triggering event. More than one
triggering events can be used together separated by OR keyword. The trigger gets fired at the specified
triggering event.

[OF col_name] – It is used when you want to trigger an event only when a specific column is
updated.

[ON table_name] - Identifies the name of the table or view to which the trigger is associated.

[REFERENCING OLD AS o NEW AS n] - To reference the old and new values of the data
being changed. By default, you reference the values as :old.column_name or :new.column_name.

[FOR EACH ROW] – To determine whether a trigger must fire when each row gets affected ( i.e.
a Row Level Trigger) or just once when the entire sql statement is executed(i.e.statement level
Trigger).

WHEN (condition) - It is valid only for row level triggers. The trigger is fired only for rows that
satisfy the condition specified.

Type of Triggers
There are five different types of Oracle Database triggers.

 Statement triggers are associated with a DML statement, such as DELETE, INSERT, or
UPDATE, on a specified table or view.
Note: statement triggers fire once for each DML statement.

 Row triggers are fired for each row that is affected by an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE
statement on a table.Row triggers work in the same manner as statement triggers, but with
two additional specifications. Row triggers use a FOR EACH ROW clause in the triggering
statement. They also allow you to reference the values of the rows, and event set them in the
body of the trigger.

 INSTEAD OF triggers on views run instead of the issuing statement. If an INSERT
statement is used on a view, an INSTEAD OF trigger enables you to exercise fine control of
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what actually happens: insertion of data into the base table or another table, logging an
insertion request without inserting data, and so on.
Also, Oracle Database may not be able to process an insert issued against a view, as in the
case of derived columns; you can create a trigger that determines the values correctly.

 User event triggers may be used on DDL statements such as CREATE, ALTER, or DROP,
on user LOGON and LOGOFF, and on specific DML actions. LOGON triggers, which fire
when a user connects to the database, are commonly used to set the environment for the user,
and to execute functions that are associated with secure application roles.

 System event triggers apply to database startup, database shutdown, or server error events.
These events are not associated with specific tables, views, or rows.

Timing Triggers
 Triggers can use BEFORE or AFTER clauses in the triggering statement. BEFORE and
AFTER specify that the trigger should execute either before or after the event that fires the
trigger.

 INSTEAD OF triggers do not use BEFORE or AFTER options. By default, they use the same
semantics as AFTER row-level triggers.
I. BEFORE Trigger: Executes before the triggering DML statement (INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE) execute. Triggering SQL statement may or may not execute, depending on the
BEFORE trigger conditions block.

II. AFTER Trigger: Executes after the triggering DML statement(INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE) executed. Triggering SQL statement is executed as soon as followed by the
code of trigger before performing Database operation.

BEFORE Trigger: (ROW – LEVEL)
The following example creates a BEFORE trigger named trg1(row- level trigger). As the

trigger is created with BEFORE clause, so it executes BEFORE any insert on EMP table is fired. The
purpose of writing this trigger is to convert the value for ename field from lowercase to uppercase.

CREATE or REPLACE TRIGGER trg1
BEFORE
INSERT ON emp1/* Event */
FOR EACH ROW/*ROW LEVEL*/

BEGIN
:new.ename := upper(:new.ename);

END;
/

NOTE: FOR EACH ROW clause specifies the trigger is a row- level.
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AFTER Trigger: (ROW –LEVEL)
The following example creates an AFTER trigger named incr_count. As the trigger is created

with AFTER clause, so it executes AFTER any insert on Students table is fired. The purpose of
writing this trigger is to count the number of students with age is less than 18.

CREATE TRIGGER incr_count AFTER INSERT ON Students /* Event */
WHEN (new.age < 18) /* Condition; `new' is just-inserted tuple */
FOR EACH ROW/*ROW LEVEL*/
BEGIN /* Action; a procedure in Oracle's PL/SQL syntax */
count := count + 1;
END;
/

BEFORE Trigger: (STATEMENT – LEVEL)
The following example creates a AFTER trigger named Before_Update_Stat_product. As the

trigger is created with BEFORE clause, so it executes BEFORE any update query on PRODUCT table.

This trigger will insert a record into the table 'product_check' before a sql update statement is
executed, at the statement level.

CREATE or REPLACE TRIGGER Before_Update_Stat_product

BEFORE

UPDATE ON PRODUCT

Begin

INSERT INTO product_check

Values('Before update, statement level',sysdate);

END;

/

AFTER Trigger: (STATEMENT –LEVEL)
The following example creates an AFTER trigger named After_Update_Stat_product. As the

trigger is created with AFTER clause, so it executes AFTER any update query on Product table is fired.

This trigger will insert a record into the table 'product_check' after a sql update statement is
executed, at the statement level.

CREATE or REPLACE TRIGGER After_Update_Stat_product
AFTER
UPDATE ON product
BEGIN
INSERT INTO product_check
Values('After update, statement level', sysdate);
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End;
/

2.3 Nested Triggers
 Both DML and DDL triggers are nested when a trigger performs an action that initiates
another trigger.

 These actions can initiate other triggers, and so on.
 DML and DDL triggers can be nested up to 32 levels.
 You can control whether AFTER triggers can be nested through the nested triggers server
configuration option.

 Using nested triggers is not recommended in an order-dependent sequence. Instead use
separate triggers.

2.4 Viewing, Deleting and Modifying Triggers

I. Viewing Triggers:
ALL_TRIGGERS

 ALL_TRIGGERS describes the triggers owned by the current user and triggers on tables
owned by the current user.

Related Views
 DBA_TRIGGERS describes all triggers in the database.
 USER_TRIGGERS describes all triggers owned by the current user. This view does not
display the OWNER column.

II. Deleting Triggers:
 Once you have created a trigger in Oracle, you might find that you need to remove it from the
database.

 You can do this with the DROP TRIGGER statement.
 To drop a trigger, the trigger must be in your schema, or you must have the DROP ANY
TRIGGER system privilege.

Syntax:
DROP TRIGGER trigger_name;

III. Modifying Triggers:
 Like a stored procedure, a trigger cannot be explicitly altered: It must be replaced with a new
definition. (The ALTER TRIGGER statement is used only to recompile, enable, or disable a
trigger.)

 When replacing a trigger, you must include the OR REPLACE option in the CREATE
TRIGGER statement. The OR REPLACE option is provided to allow a new version of an
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existing trigger to replace the older version, without affecting any grants made for the original
version of the trigger.

 Alternatively, the trigger can be dropped using the DROP TRIGGER statement, and you can
rerun the CREATE TRIGGER statement.

 Once you have created a Trigger in Oracle, you might find that you are required to disable the
trigger. You can do this with the ALTER TRIGGER statement. The syntax for a disabling a
Trigger in Oracle/PLSQL is:
Syntax:

ALTER TRIGGER trigger_nameDISABLE;
Example:

ALTER TRIGGER Reorder DISABLE;
 You may have found that you have disabled a trigger on a table and you wish to enable the
trigger again. You can do this with the ALTER TRIGGER statement. The syntax for a
enabling a Trigger in Oracle/PLSQL is:
Syntax:

ALTER TRIGGER trigger_name ENABLE;
Example:

ALTER TABLE Inventory
ENABLE ALL TRIGGERS;

2.5 Enforcing Data Integrity Through Triggers.
 Triggers and integrity constraints can both be used to constrain data input. However, triggers
and integrity constraints have significant differences.

 Declarative integrity constraints are statements about the database that are always true. A
constraint applies to existing data in the table and any statement that manipulates the table.
While triggers constrain what a transaction can do.

 Although triggers can be written to enforce many of the same rules supported by Oracle's
declarative integrity constraint features, triggers should only be used to enforce complex
business rules that cannot be defined using standard integrity constraints.

 While most aspects of data integrity can be defined and enforced using declarative integrity
constraints, triggers can be used to enforce complex business constraints not definable using
declarative integrity constraints. For example, triggers can be used to enforce:
1. UPDATE and DELETE SET NULL, and UPDATE and DELETE SET DEFAULT
referential actions.

2. Referential integrity when the parent and child tables are on different nodes of a
distributed database.

3. Complex check constraints not definable using the expressions allowed in a CHECK
constraint.
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 You can use triggers to perform a number of automatic actions, such as cascading changes
through related tables, enforcing column restrictions, comparing the results of data
modifications, and maintaining the referential integrity of data across a database.

 For example, to prevent users from removing any publishing companies from the publishers
table, you could use:
create trigger del_pub

on publishers

for delete

as

begin

rollback transaction

print "You cannot delete any publishers!"

end;

/

The next time someone tries to remove a row from the publishers table, the del_pub trigger
cancels the deletion, rolls back the transaction, and prints a message.

Examples:
1. Create a statement level trigger which should fire after inserting rows in Emp table.

CREATE TRIGGER Ct1
AFTER INSERT ON Emp
BEGIN
DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(‘The row is inserted in the table’);
END;

2. Create a row level trigger which should fire before updating the rows of Emp table and allow
to update only if new value is greater than 5000 else retain the old value.

CREATE TRIGGER Ct1
BEFORE UPDATE OF Sal ON Emp
FOR EACH FOR
WHEN (new.sal <5000)
BEGIN
DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(‘The row is not updated’);
:new.sal:=old.sal;

END;
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Questions
1. What are Triggers?
2. Explain with all the parameters, syntax for creating a trigger.
3. Explain with the aid of an example how to create a trigger on a particular table
4. State the concept of Nested triggers.
5. Explain with example triggers are used to enforce referential integrity.
6. State the advantages of triggers.
7. Explain with example process for removing a trigger.
8. Explain with the aid of examples different categories of triggers.
9. Explain how to modify and view the triggers.
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